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Claire was so angry with her that her eyes were flushed red,
She held back her anger and aggression and said word for word,
“Emily, you are nasty-minded to think that others want to harm you,”
“I although am not much capable, but never did anything against my conscience, 
and never say anything against my conscience!”
“Cut it……” Emily disdainfully brushed her mouth:
“Claire, I out of kindness wanted to lift you up, by joining us,”
“But I did not expect you to be this kind of inconsistent, two-faced woman, really 
too disappointing!”
After saying that, she looked at Matthew and said delicately,
“Chairman, it’s all my fault for not being able to judge people,”
“I originally wanted to recommend Claire to you, but I didn’t expect her to be this 
kind of person ……”
Matthew at this time is more or less riding a tiger.
Emily originally is his adopted lover in the company,
Because she is obedient and understanding and will serve him well.
The most important thing is that she can clearly position herself, knows that she is 
just a plaything of Matthew,
So she never clings to him, even though Matthew is ambiguous with other women, 
she is never jealous.
Later, Emily found that Matthew was a little tired of her,
And he seems to have a fondness for Oriental women,
So she took the initiative to turn into a p!mp,
Not less to help him in matchmaking, so that he can meet and catch more women.
After all, as long as he keeps Emily’s found lover, it is the same as planting a seed,
This seed can be a constant source of more resources for her.
And the woman Emily plans to match up with Matthew this time is her classmate in 
the master class, Claire Willson.
Regardless of appearance, figure and temperament,
Claire is one in a million. Emily felt ashamed when she saw her for the first time.
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She took advantage of the opportunity of her daily class to secretly take a lot of 
photos of Claire,
And then sent these photos to Matthew. Matthew was shocked when he saw the 
photos,
Therefore, he planned to take advantage of this graduation ceremony to come over
and get to know Claire in person,
And then use his status in the design field to get Claire into his pocket step by step.
Although he knew that Claire was married, he didn’t care about it.
His wishful thinking was to keep her in his company under the conditions of a 
partner.
As long as this goal is achieved, he has plenty of opportunities to attack slowly.
Due to AECOM’s dominance in the industry, the identity of a partner is extremely 
valuable in the entire design circle.
Young female designers dream of getting such an opportunity, so he firmly believes
that Claire will be moved.
However, he never expected that she was not at all interested in the conditions he 
gave.
Moreover, Claire was not only not interested,
But even approved of her husband who practiced Feng Shui, which made Matthew 
a little depressed.
He felt that if he wanted to lure Claire into his company,
The first thing he had to do was to make her realize that her husband was an out-
and-out liar.
So, he glanced at Emily, who was stirring up the flames, and said with a smile:
“Emily, don’t say that, I think Ms. Willson is sincere, and she will definitely not 
deceive you on purpose.”
Charlie changed the subject and said with a smile:
“Maybe Ms. Willson is also a victim, and she didn’t know she was cheated.”
Emily heard that the boss didn’t want to give up on Claire, so she hurriedly smiled 
and said:
“Chairman, you are right! I also think that Claire must have been deceived!”
Matthew looked at Claire and said with a gentlemanly smile:



“Ms. Willson, the largest shareholder of our company is Chimelong Capital of Wall 
Street,”
“And Chimelong Capital is a specialized investment entity under the Fei Family,”
“In other words, the Fei family is actually the largest shareholder of our group.”
“Although Ms. Fei doesn’t know me, I believe that if I declare my family name,”
“I should be able to become friends with her. You just said that Miss Fei is your 
husband’s client,”
“Although I don’t intend to question it, but to make sure that you are not cheated,”
“Ms. Willson, I can help you to verify it with Miss Fei.”
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